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Unit – I (B) Pahari School of Miniature Painting / Main Features of  Pahari school 

 

Main Features of Paharischool 

 

1. The natural beauty and pleasant weather of this area added further charm to these 

paintings.  

2. Colours and lines have got different characteristics in Pahari School.  

3. Vaishnav Cult, Bhakti movement took main place for subject matter.  

4. In 17
th

 century, Kangra art developed up to its climax. Haripur remained the 

centre of arts for long time.  

5. We see little difference in colour scheme woman figures, love scenes, religious 

themes, Ragmala etc. Among Pahari paintings.  

6. Generally, the artists of Pahari school have not written their names on the 

paintings.  Effects of Mughal and Rajasthan Schools on Pahari style are visible up 

to mid 17
th

 century. Later on it has been changed to its own style.  

7. Mainly the hill areas of Punjab, Himanchal and Jammu & Kashmir known as 

Pahari School. Guler was the main place of origin of Pahari paintings. Still we 

find the style of Pahari paintings have some similarities among themselves. Styles 

and their colour scheme of paintings as well as human figures are somewhat 

interrelated to each other.  

8. Nayika Bheda- These paintings depict the love sentiment and their movement 

towards love affairs.  

9. Romantic scene, Depiction of nature, Ragmala painting, female figures, portraits 

and garments are quite different from other styles. Transparent dresses with 

complete Indian tradition style were the main attraction of those paintings.  

10. Perspective and colour scheme have unique style in these pahari paintings, linear 

beauty, use of boarder designs, almost all same in these Pahari school of 

paintings.  

11. Symbolicdepiction with ornamentation in the trees, nature is remained natural. 

Above style of paintings and characters make this school different from others.  

 


